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Introduction
Public, private and non-profit organizations have need for enterprise-level Geographic
Information Systems for data collection, display and editing. I have spent the last 19 years
working with, managing and building enterprise GIS implementations. These systems have all
used the Esri platform. In my career, I have taken and given hundreds of hours of training
specific to proprietary Esri ArcGIS Enterprise products. This report will provide an exploration of
some Free and Open Source Software or “FOSS” alternatives to similar ArcGIS packages.
Enterprise GIS systems contain several key components at various levels of data lifecycle. This
report is separated into sections defining each of these components with a comparison matrix
of criteria. Each section will discuss popular FOSS options and provide the best
recommendation for the component as compared to the corresponding Esri product. Finally,
this report will recommend packages and outline steps needed to proceed in implementation
of such a GIS using only FOSS for Geospatial or “FOSS4G” software.
ArcGIS Enterprise
A general definition of enterprise application is a software that allows for multiple users within
an organization to access, share, view and edit a common repository of information and
resources. Contrast this with the single-user model that holds and houses data on one
workstation(1). A typical single user GIS implementation becomes enterprise by hosting
geospatial data in a relational database to be viewed by multiple users or other systems. This
geodatabase then is able to manage multiple editors through versioning control on separate
desktop applications. Web-based GIS takes this one step further with publishing the same data
onto the world-wide internet for visualization and synchronous editing by users in the field
through thin client browser applications. Edits are seamlessly propagated though the enterprise
for viewing by specified users.
A hypothetical workflow within the ArcGIS platform at a local wastewater plant is as follows:
•

The IT Database Administrator provides a Microsoft SQL Server instance for all the
sewer network vector data in a specific database.
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The GIS Administrator controls the access and permissions of these RDBMS data tables
that are managed as a geodatabase
by using ArcSDE.
The GIS Technician updates and
maintains the data in the office
through ArcGIS Desktop.
The IT Network Administrator
publishes the geodata through ArcGIS
Server as a REST Geoservice on the
organization’s IIS webserver.
The GIS Programmer uses Portal for
ArcGIS to create a simple web editing
application on that same webserver
that is viewable by a specific field
Figure 1;Typical ArcGIS Enterprise Flow credit: mjwilliamson
worker’s tablet.
Edits made on the tablet are saved and instantly recorded in the Microsoft SQL Server
instance database back in the plant office and upon approval, propagate throughout the
system.

When purchased from Esri Inc., the predominant software vendor in the market, licensing costs
for this level of sophisticated systems seen in Figure 1 start at, and quickly exceed, $25,000 for
local governments(2). It is not the intention here to exhaustively itemize every open source
alternative to the Esri platform or berate the business model of proprietary software, only to
provide a look at the options. The geospatial industry is in constant forward progress. Esri, as
well as other proprietary software companies, lead that innovation.

Enterprise GIS Components
In the example above, the five role identities will represent the five components in an
enterprise GIS. It would be biased to align these components to the Esri platform packages and
yet short-sighted to ignore them. Additionally, an enterprise solution must include more than
the minimalist view of cloud-based-only system architecture(29). There are several less
expensive, Software-as-a-Service solutions which focus on FOSS4G and are not in this analysis.
Instead, I will focus on five key components of an enterprise GIS by explaining the purpose of
the software and role of the representative user as seen in Table 1 and Figure 2.
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Table 1; Enterprise GIS Components and Corresponding Roles

Relational Database Management

= Database Administrator

Spatial Database Management

= GIS Administrator

Local Desktop Editing & Visualization

= GIS Technician

Web-Publishing

= Network Administrator

Thin Client Editing & Visualization

= GIS Programmer

Each role and component
represents a transition of data
from one system to another.
These data may never actually
change location but the
management of how they are
presented is dynamic and
sometimes unrecognizable from
one role to the next. Truly, that is
the point: data always stays within

Figure 2; Flow of Enterprise GIS credit: mjwilliamson

the RDBMS, only the visualization changes. My experience tells me this is what makes a GIS
implementation into an enterprise. The topic can be debated academically and broken down
into smaller portions, but practical systems need simple explanations if they are to be accepted.

Comparison of Systems
In the following section, each component and subsequent role will be explained in greater
detail. These details do not exhaustively define a job description or the component task it is
responsible for, only as it pertains to this report and the software comparison tables as
presented. The comparison tables have similarities of criteria plus additional items specific to
that role. In these tables,

Yellow

cells are for ArcGIS Enterprise workflow and

Green

cells represents my recommended FOSS4G package selections for implementation.
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Other packages listed here without a background color are for industry comparison and
validation of the research. Each
package has criteria of Customer or

Figure 3; Customer Support Abreviation
Key

Developer Support mechanism or
how a user of that package can get
assistance. The key in Figure 3 will
explain the abbreviations.

Relational Database Management
The basis of most enterprise application software is a relational database management system
“RDBMS”. Information stored in these data tables are available to many users and systems
simultaneously. This is inherent in an enterprise GIS infrastructure. A shapefile or single user file
geodatabase will not allow for multiple users editing or even viewing simultaneously (3)(4)(5)(6).
MySQL is a popular and highly rated RDBMS system. Unfortunately, it does not have out-of-thebox support for domain tables. Domain support is crucial to uniform data entry and best
practice user experience. Versioning control allows for the same features and records to be
modified by two separate users without overwriting data. In enterprise environments, this is
essential to collaborate on the same datasets. Table 2 shows that SQLite has neither domain
support nor versioning and cannot be recommended.
Table 2; RDBMS Comparision
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Managing editing permissions for versions allows the administrator to reconcile changes
between versions and propagate changes. Both version control and data domains are usually a
function of the GIS Administrator rather than the IT DBA. However, user rights and
authentication are a common normal function of the IT department. Most modern
organizations will prefer to use Active Directory or LDAP to manage users and groups. Creating
SQL views of tables is usually done here and used by the GIS.
Even though Microsoft SQL Server has native support for spatial data, Esri geoprocessing tools
expect licensing from ArcGIS Server and SDE to run against a RDBMS. Microsoft does have free
versions of their SQL Server, however, it is a proprietary software. This leaves only PostgreSQL
as a recommended FOSS4G package for this component.

Spatial Database Management
Geographically enabled data requires special handling of its spatial relationships. Rather than
just an X/Y or listing an extent envelope, the power of GIS comes in the geographic relationship
of information. In spite of the short list of criteria in Table 3, this is the most important
component. Choosing a spatial database management system is the starting point. This will
dictate the available choices of compatible RDBMS seen in the Figure 4 abbreviation key, as
well as the web component.(7)(8)(9)(10)
Table 2; Spatial Database Comparison

There is no real user interface with these packages.

Figure 4; RDBMS Abbrevation Key

Administration is done through menus and tools of other
applications. Access to the database instance itself may be
managed by the DBA. Using these tools and menus a GIS
Administrator will have more granular control of editing and
viewing rights on a layer by layer basis. Data domains and versioning control mentioned above
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are aspects of the database, however they are managed here by the GIS admin along with
subtypes and attribute rules.
While the most recent release of SpatiaLite is from 2015. it is important to note that developers
are testing a beta version released 8/2/2018(8). Aside from the delay in releases, SpatiaLite only
works on SQLite databases which was removed from contention in the last component.
TerraLib can view and provide a spatial library for PostgreSQL tables. Installation and operation
are completely in command-line operations and git commands. The intended viewer is a
desktop product called TerraView. These difficulties along with my lack of comfort level with
Bash-Commands, removes TerraLib from consideration. This leaves only PostGIS as a
recommended FOSS4G package for this component.

Local Desktop Editing and Visualization
Technicians access GIS data primarily through desktop applications. These packages become
the bedrock of daily use for analysis, interrogation, queries and map creation. Enterprise GIS
includes desktop editing for multiple users. A GIS tech can rely on the enterprise system for
shared layers of the entire organization but also uses features stored in a shapefile or file
geodatabase on the local desktop. The application can use these local layers concurrently with
the enterprise layers in the same project. The user will notice that local layers will usually load
faster into the map project. In order to combat this discrepancy, ArcGIS products and Q-GIS
utilize direct connection to the RBDMS and bypass the spatial database component. These two
products do not need to be ‘told’ that the database is a GEO-database. It retains that
information after creation. QGIS is very extensible and much of the advanced analysis
capabilities require installing add-on extensions including the raster analysis tool GRASS.
Fortunately, there is a healthy user base around this product(11)(12)(13)(15).
Table 4 shows Hexagon Geomedia (formerly Intergraph) as a proprietary software. Both it and
gvSIG require a port connector to connect and process edits and analysis thorough the spatial
database management system(16) which may slow graphical rendering of these systems. In
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Table 4; Desktop GIS Comparison

addition, some gvSIG documentation appears to be only available in Spanish and is primarily a
data viewer and editor with rudimentary map making capabilities without advanced
geoprocessing analysis tools.
Esri currently has two desktop applications. ArcMap has been in production since December of
1999 with the release of ArcInfo 8(17). ArcGIS Pro is the intended replacement, but industry
adoption has been slow due to lagging feature parity(18). This leaves only Q-GIS as a
recommended FOSS4G package for this component.

Web-Publishing
Only five years ago, a valid definition of enterprise GIS would have been satisfied stopping at
the preceding component. Is has taken over fifteen years of progress to move web GIS from a
novelty celebrated as cutting edge to a nice additional feature into a required application. This
component establishes web GIS as necessary and required part of truly enterprise GIS. Many
organizational users simply open browser windows as their routine workflow. Web is expected
and mandated. The web publishing GIS component has gone through several iterations within
the Esri ecosphere.
Around the turn of the last century, ArcIMS was based on a configuration file with the filetype
of an AXL. Here, all symbology, identification and layer setup were defined in this modified XML
code structure. This is exactly how MapServer is currently, see table 5(19)(20)(21)(22). This may be
appreciated by staunch MapServer fans; however, it is not as accepted by modern GIS
professionals(24). Many GIS websites built on MapServer are still running proving the reliability
of the package, but the user interface has an antiquated experience.
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Table 5; Web GIS Comparison

Security-minded IT Network Administrators want to open as few ports to the open internet as
possible. Both ArcGIS Server and GeoServer use standard web ports 80 or 443 for their traffic.
Only one package does not connect to or use RDBMS, therefore, MapGuide is removed from
consideration of Enterprise FOSS4G. It only uses local GIS files for asynchronous web viewing,
primarily intended for a CAD environment.
At this point of the enterprise GIS, the decision of choice does not concern input. Rather, the
output standards that can be consumed by the final component. These standards, WMS, WFS
and REST GeoServices can be consumed by many downstream platforms. While RESTful web
services may provide interoperability, REST GeoServices has remained a proprietary Esri web
service protocol(23). WMS only displays data as a noneditable mapping service. For editing
features the FOSS4G web application will require a WFS service. WFS-T is an older standard of
the Open Geospatial Committee and considered retired(33). These criteria, along with a webbased interface leaves only GeoServer as a recommended FOSS4G package for this component.
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Thin Client Editing & Visualization
This final component determines how the end-user will view and interact with the GIS data.
This portion of the enterprise GIS is completely concerned with user interface and user
experience. Only ArcGIS Portal allows for WYSIWYG configuration. That is to say, other
packages will require modifying or editing code examples to construct the UI. This interface
may be a responsive website that can be used on a browser screen or smartphone form factor.
It may also be an application downloaded from the operating system app ‘store’. From Table 6
below, it is evident that several packages are only available on the Android Play Store.
Table 3; Visualization & Edtiting Comparison

These packages are Qfield and gvSIG Mobile(25)(26)(28)(13). Both of these applications extract data
from the representative desktop applications, being QGIS and gvSIG. This means these
applications do not consume web services. Therefore, the editing is asynchronous and
disconnected. This excludes them from being considered enterprise GIS packages.
Both OpenLayers and Leaflet have documentation examples for tracing vector data and
snapping to existing data(31)(32). Leaflet is a very popular open source mapping library with many
users and helpful examples. Also, it is primarily used for displaying custom background
applications with GeoJSON features overlaid. However, Leaflet does not display or edit WFS
standard services(27). This leaves only OpenLayers as a recommended FOSS4G package for this
component.
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Outline of Implementation Plan
Results from the review research indicate a clear path forward to create a true enterprise GIS
using FOSS4G. Along with data and feature criteria, this path also takes into account my own
experience level with using and implementing these products. The enterprise environment
itself will be installed on a Windows Server using IIS on Amazon Web services for these same
reasons of professional experience.
The steps are generally as follows:
1. Launch Windows Server 2019 instance from AWS
2. Download PostgreSQL 12.3
a. Install PostgreSQL 12.3
3. Enable Stack Builder
4. Use Stack Builder to install PostGIS
5. Install QGIS 3.14 Pi
6. Use DB Manager within QGIS to load feature layers of sample data
7. Create a QGIS project with symbolized server data of points, lines & polygons
8. Modify hbconf file on PostgreSQL server to allow IP connections from local network
9. Modify AWS Security to allow the same IP address access to server
10. Connection test and verify sample data edits from QGIS on local machine
11. On AWS server, download GeoServer 2.16.4
a. Install GeoServer 2.16.4
12. Create a web service of the sample data
a. Create a Workspace
b. Create a Store
c. Create a Layer Style
d. Style and Publish Layers
13. View and test layer webservices on GeoServer local host
14. Allocate a public IP address for the server in AWS
15. Open Security port for 80 and 8080 for IIS and GeoServer
16. View and test layer webservices on GeoServer on public IP address
17. Use OpenLayers to create simple WMS viewer
18. Use OpenLayers to add additional application features
a. Identify
b. Search
c. Print
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19. Use OpenLayers to create simple WFS viewer
20. Use OpenLayers to add additional application features
a. Editing
b. Snapping
c. Tracing
21. Use GeoServer to secure services
22. Use OpenLayers to consume secured services
23. Use additional JavaScript and HTML to create password protected application
The timeline of implementation is from August 2020 through November 2020 allowing for a
final writeup during December 2020.

Conclusions & Potential Roadblocks
This research was completed during May and June of 2020 and the information is current as of
that time. I also acknowledge that this report is incomplete, preliminary and somewhat
subjective according to my own comfort level. There are many more software options and
services available for further research. In the interest of time, the packages examined here rose
to the top of internet search results.
The most obvious potential roadblock is the OpenLayers and JavaScript programming for the
Thin Client Editing and Visualization component. This is my largest concern and area of least
experience. OpenLayers has great examples and other potential tools available such as
GeoExt3(30). In the outline above steps 17 through 20 may take most of the semester, I will learn
much. There could be a shortcut available as the FOSS4G community might provide a
preconfigured viewer. However, this could lead to other limitations and potential unforeseen
programming issues.
As it is my current occupation area of expertise, I will continue to install, promote and consult
for Esri Platform enterprise solutions. However, my experience in this research and the
subsequent implementation project expands my horizons and challenges accepted norms.
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